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ABSTRACT 

The innovation is the most important factor of market success. The 

incentives of the innovation and the technical/technological progress are active 

part of human being and the economical progress. The even sharpened market 

competition stands the companies in front of new challenges. In this combat the 

most important tool is the innovation to be effective. In this combat to hold on 

one of the most important instrument is the innovation. For that, this innovation 

base cooperation—which nowadays even more general phenomena—for every 

participant brings complacence, essential the confidence in the course of 

relationship. This article is about this soft elusive factor in which we expose and 

we endeavour to categorise the definitions by different authors amended with our 

statements for innovation cooperation. 

 

The innovation is such a complex process, which under an invention appears first on 

the market as concrete product, a service, production process, or leading technology. 

For long run to keep the competitive edge is essential to insure the continuity of 
innovation activity. 

More and more company decides so, that not itself develops the needed expert 

knowledge for processing. The reason of this is the complexity and the speeding up of 

technological change, on the other hand according to new technologies more and more 

possibility appears to get information. One part of the information is obtainable on the 
market, but some specified knowledge is cannot be acquired in this way. 

The knowledge mostly collective and tacit or activity specified, that is very hard to 

yield to other constitution exactly and totally. With the tight innovation cooperation 

the specific knowledge became transferable and the cooperating constitutions can 

utilize it together. The cooperation can be established between companies, as well as 

different constitution doing researching activity too. To exploit another constitution’s 

specific knowledge we have to have appropriate inner competence, namely effective 
absorptional capacity. 

In the past decade in between companies cooperative contracts’ number is increased to 

its multiple (Gomes-Casseres 2004). The numbers of cooperation and relevant increase 

many factor contribute (Contractor and Lorange 1988a, b, Hagedoorn and 

Schakenraad 1989, Root 1988), so for example: 

- the internationalization of markets 



- the speeding up of process of technology, increasing complexity and increased 

uncertainty, 

- the more and more increasing research and development costs, 

- big companies’ aims to control the whole spectrum of technology even more. 

Can be differentiate hard—specified in advance, aim for the accepted goal of partners, 

the cooperation is often confirmed by contract—and soft type—informal, mainly 

based on tacit knowledge, with knowhow—dispose, which cannot be gained through 
classical market transactions. 

The business relations, mainly the long run business relations mean “safety, 

confidence and confirmation” in the viewpoint of acquisition of necessary resources 

and safety (Wimmer and Mandják 2003: 7.) For both participants means value and 

increase the profiting relationship (Lányi 2001, Veres, Lányi, Mandják 2001). The 

long run contract relationships contain situational and usual elements. The prior 

related to contracts shows the specific norms and rules. The confidence is strengthens 

the evolved solidarity among partners, for example relating to that keep the actual 

cooperative structure and in the future they endeavour for active cooperation (Macneil 

1981). A the confidence still bodes that the partners conversely, with considering the 

interest of the other (Dwyer, Schurr an Oh 1987m Kaufmann and Stern 1988), the 

policy of reciprocity (Leblebici 1985, van de Ven and Walker 1984), és on fair way 

(Frazier 1983) do their activity. Moreover it consists the confidence reasonable 

procedure (Eccles 1985) and the transactions calculability (Butler 1991, Gabarro 

1978). 

The confidence related to economics easies the cooperation, contributes to decrease 

the costs of transactions, and the more rolling processing too. The first meaning of 

confidence is related to personal relations. It is one person’s attitude to the other, 

which is based on the belief or expectation, that the other partner won’t do anything 

such, from which could derive the other’s disadvantage. In economical concern, the 

confidence spreads according to Fukuyama’s interpretation, which is the following: 

“the confidence is regular, honourable and the expectation of ready for cooperation 

habit in a community, by collective norms, from the part of other members of this 

community.” (Fukuyama, 1997: 45.) In a system processing without confidence for 

the effective processing would be needed strict control, several contracts, rigid/tens 

restrictions, that have huge costs. 

Several factors can affect the evolvement of a cooperation, and success. These factors 

according to Fukuyama’s view are the followings: culture, structure of society, 

establishment of stable ownership right, aptitude for voluntary constituting, family, as 
well as the religion. 

The confidence according to Fukuyama the culture is one aspect: if in the society the 

average level of confidence is high, then the economy is elastically adaptive and 

become self-acting, if low, then for the optimal performance some outer and direct, for 

example a governmental intervention is needed. The high level of confidence makes 

possible the better utilization of social capital. 



An emotion- and value-centered approach of the formation of confidence is attached 

to the names of Jones and George (1998), according to their interpretation the 

formation of confidence depends on, that the partners in what measure able to create a 

similar, coincident definition with the other’s interpretation frame. It defines the 

formation of conversely acceptable interpretation frame that the partners value system, 

attitudes and emotionally statuses in what measure resemble to each other, and how 
much they detect this similarity conversely. 

Nowadays, domestic point of view in more sector and region can be noticed too, that 

several small and medium size companies draw into bigger companies’ halo in such 

way, that they appreciate their sub-agent relationships, just as enriching with 

knowledge-elements, because only this way, step up grouped can intensify their 

competitiveness and suit for given possibilities of the union markets. Western Europe, 

and developed countries can be said that already since ’90-s the most determinative 

economic development policy the network-, or cluster oriented development, which 

aim is to deepen the cooperative relationship and as well as common research project 

starting and financing among educational institutions, economic development and 

region development constitution, additionally the most variable service providing 
companies. 

According to cooperation the partners able to reach the knowledge’s such moments 

which is accumulated by the other partner’s that is taken in conventional sense— 

transaction oriented — through market relations cannot reach. So those companies, 

which earlier couldn’t do innovation with their limited resources, in the case of 

cooperation they became able to develop inner house. With innovation cooperation the 

companies can step up together in the market, so their market strength can also 

increase. The corporate innovation cooperation is two or more companies’ cooperation 

that a sort of concrete research and development or according to its result for reaching 

market aim, make contact with each other. With the cooperation the companies can 

correct their positions in the market, namely their resources by completing increasing 

partners’ efficiency, so costs and risks become able to decrease. The innovation on the 

one part can be described as among the company’s different sections, on the other 

hand the inner resources and the innovation inputs interaction (Iansiti and Clark 1994). 

Camagni (1991) states that establishing of the innovation network main reason the 

out-corporation resources, “energies” and know-how gaining. Through the formed 

relation system the company get additional tools, and with the help of these can stay 

on feet in the sharpened economic and technological competition. According to him 

the inner corporate resources are not enough to reach the objected aim and this is 
mainly true in the time of fast economic and technological changes.  

With the cooperation the companies can intensify their strength and minimize—with 

the help of the other—their weaknesses, so the associated participants can acquire 

long run competitive edge together (Contractor and Lorange 1988a,b). So the 

cooperating companies can try minimizing the opportunistic behaviour and they place 

emphasise on the importance of confidence and the good will (Killing 1983, Buckley 

and Casson 1988). The “network advantage” (Camagni 1991: 5) comes from that by 

cooperation the R&D is increase, the production and the market activity efficiency of 



the production and  the market activity, and a possibility open to exploit corporations’ 

know-how synergy. 

The confidence is one of the important requirements for evolving successful 

relationship. The confidence and commitment is formed by different factors’ 

combination and stay alive for long run (Little, Marandi 2005). Consist to among 

these factors for example the client-centred way of thinking, the caring with the client, 

in case of problem usage of restoring mechanisms, appropriate handle of information, 

the balancing of forces, evading of opportunistic habit, keeping up of promises, to put 
the divided values forward and the system theory. 

Researches certify that the innovation corporate cooperation forms can be categorized. 

The classification can be done according to different principles. Auster (1987) divides 

the corporate relationships into 3 big categories. He differentiates technology transfer 

and/or technological exchange, R&D cooperation as well as joint venture. Chesnais 

(1988) introduces the corporate internal contracts taxonomy which is influenced by 

the governmental interests, the technology, the demand of capital and the industry 

structure. On the other hand Harrigan (1985) introduced the classification according to 

the ownership and the level of control. While Contractor and Lorange (1988a,b) group 

them according to the cooperating agreements range (aims and geographical 

dimensions). Hagedoorn (1989) uses the classification by the union of the earlier 

classifications to dependency relation among the companies step into partner-

relationship, moreover specially the technology-transfer, the technology 

differentiation, research-development cooperation, draft general he spread his 

examination to the innovation centric cooperation. From the viewpoint of the 

innovation-oriented approach, the inter-corporate cooperation form is one of the most 

contrasted categorization given by Hagedoorn (1990). He differentiates: joint venture 

(or rather big company specialised for research), R&D agreement, agreement for 

technology exchange, direct capital investment, orderer-supplier relationship and one-
way technology streaming. 

Each cooperation form have influence on the applied technology or rather of its 

sharing among companies, the constitutional structure, the joining partners’ 
economical position and on the parners’ innovating ability (Hagedoorn 1990). 

SUMMARY 

The task solving is not the responsibility of isolated partners, but it is the  

responsibility of cooperating partners. Many advantages are attributed to the view of 

quantity and quality characteristics of done work. At the same time, in order that these 

advantages complete, specific conditions are needed, from among the most 

dominating one is the confidence. The confidence “consequences”, that the 

cooperating skill is rise, become better the information streaming, transactions’ costs 

decrease, tolerance’s threshold and economic processes, and the exchanges became 

more efficient. So the enterprises, corporate leaders, skilled-workers expedient to 

endeavour to that in some relationship the confidence level to be high for the reason of 
exploiting the advantages. 



The future goes ahead for the direction of cooperating according to our opinion. The 

cooperation can be voluntary or involuntary, direct or indirect, formal or informal, but 

always present a pointer to the direction of such an aim of combination of efforts, that 

have real or unreal stake for the participant in the cooperation. This aim can be 

anything, in special cases even the corporation itself. The cooperation often used 

against the competition, even neither typical the pure cooperative or pure competitive 

habits. Every competition require a previous cooperation in that way, what is the aim, 

that have to reach, what are the rules just as what sanctions are for harming the rules, 

because without these we cannot speak about competition, but war. Virtually it is true 

for the animal world that cooperation not serves any other but the better secure of 

chances in the battle for survive. So the cooperation and the competition are hard to 

imagine without each other. 
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